
The All New Elite series from CabinetBedTM is here!
 

THE ELITE SERIES



A bed on demand

CabinetBedTM goes from a great looking piece of furniture 
to bed in 30 seconds or less and can be closed up just as 
fast. Its perfect for any overnight company and provides a 
great sleeping experience.

CabinetBedTM  is proud to introduce a new generation of CabinetBedTM 

The CabinetBedTM is really simple to use. One person can open the bed in 30 seconds. CabinetBedTM comes with high quality hardware 
and hydraulic lifts for easy opening and closing. The beds can support flat screens up to 60 inches.  Your tv will not need to be moved 
regardless if the bed is open or closed.

Unlike a Murphy bed which must be permanently installed to use, CabinetBedTM can be moved to any room of your home or, if you 
decide to move, the CabinetBedTM can go with you!. This gives CabinetBedTM a major benefit compared to Murphy beds. You can move 
your CabinetBedTM  to your den, home office, or any other room in your home.

Your Space Saving Sleep Solution



5CabinetBedTM’s are built to last. Made with solid birch plywood, they can withstand over 
500 lbs easily. The CabinetBedTM is also Free Standing which means that it will not need to 
be installed into the walls, unlike a murphy bed.

The CabinetBedTM comes in queen size and is 66.5” Wide, 25.5” Deep, and 42.5” High. It 
contains a true queen size tri-fold mattress that is 60”Wide and 80” Long.

Finishes

A look for everyone

CabinetBedTM is designed to compliment your home. During the day  it looks like a great piece of furniture, and then in 30 seconds becomes 
an instant bed on demand. 

Made with solid materials like birch plywood, CabinetBedTM’s are elegant and attractive. You can easily add CabinetBedTM to any room of 
your house to and it will fit right in!

With Three styles available in multiple finishes, there is a CabinetBedTM for every home 

3 Styles 
To Choose From

HARRISONBARN AZTEC

White Cojoba Shadow Black Grey Espresso

White With Black Top Grey Cojoba

Cojoba Espresso Shadow Black



RECLAIM
Your spare room
The versatility of CabinetBed™ has made small space living practical. It can 
be used in cottages and apartments to suburban homes, wherever people 
are reclaiming their spare rooms.

Comfort 

 
Our mattresses are not only 
CertiPUR-US Certified and durable, 
they’re also gel infused to ensure 
your guests’ experience ultimate 
comfort

CabinetBedTM Goes from being a 
beautiful looking cabinet, to a bed in 30 
seconds or less! With the biggest storage 
drawer in the industry, 59” X 18” X 
9” there is plenty of room for all your 
linens, blankets and pillows.  

The patented side panels also open a full 
180 degrees for a more open sleeping 
expreience. 

There is a convient USB powerhub 
built into the side of the CabinetBedTM 

which is great for charging phones and 
plugging in lamps or any other devices.

CabinetBedTM’s mattress cover is made 
of bamboo and is both removable and 
washable. 

When you see the CertiPUR-US® seal, 
you can be confident that the flex-
ible polyurethane foam inside meets 
CertiPUR-US® standards for content, 
emissions, and durability, and has been 
analyzed by an independent and fully 
accredited testing laboratories. That 
means the foam is made free from nasty 
BPAs, mercury, other heavy metals and 
foraldahyde.



01. Storage Space: Features a 59” X 18” X 9” Floating Storage Drawer, plenty of space for linens and pillows.
02. USB Power Hub: Keep all your devices fully charged with Twin USB outlets and Twin Power outlets.

03. Bamboo Mattress: Every CabinetBed includes a CertiPUR-US® Gel Infused memory foam mattress with a bamboo cover.
04. Opening Side Panels: Side panels open providing for a more roomier sleeping experience
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OUR FEATURES
Here are just some of the things that sets CabinetBedTM apart. 

Cabinet to Bed in 30 Seconds



Interested in being a retailer? Get in touch!
CabinetBed Inc 

PO BOX 2235 STN A, Abbotsford, BC V2T 3X8, CANADA

Phone 604-855-0309 
Email info@cabinetbed.ca 
Web www.cabinetbed.ca




